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Abstract: Nowadays, there is huge data that is being used by organizations and it is required to extract important patterns and information from the database that is useful. For this purpose, data mining techniques is used. Decision tree is very popular for classification purpose in data mining. As we know in banking sector, huge databases are used for credit risk assessment. Credit risk is any loss that can be incurred due to debt defaulters encountered. For this purpose, data mining techniques like decision tree is very efficient for prediction of defaulters which will lower the risk associated with lending loans.
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I. Introduction

Nowadays, the traditional way for customer contacts is replaced by electronic way so as to reduce the time taken to verify the customers’ details. The credit function is important part of banking. Interest income is the main source of income for any bank. Risk is part of bank’s business. Lending any loan to a customer always involves some risk. Data mining can be used to find patterns and connections that would otherwise be difficult to find. This technology is popular with many businesses because it allows them to learn more about their customers and make smart marketing decisions [1].

There are many risks related to bank loans but the major risks lie in lending loans. The most important thing is to analyze the defaulters or customers who can be unable to pay the loan. The analysis of risks becomes crucial thereafter. Banks have large customer data from which they are unable to arrive at a conclusion. Data mining is a promising area of data analysis which extracts useful knowledge from tremendous amount of complex data sets.

The existing model is built using the data mining functions available in the R package and dataset is taken from the UCI repository. As the preprocessing step is the most important and time-consuming one, classification and clustering techniques in R were used to make the data ready for further use. Pre-processed data set is then used for building the decision tree classifier. The tree model is then used to predict the class labels of the new loan applicants, their probability of default. Several R functions and packages were used to prepare data and to build the classification model [2].

The main objective of our model is to classify the loan based on credit scoring and behavioral analysis. Credit scoring decides whether to grant loan to the customer. Assessing a customers behavior is also important so that we can lend loan to the right applicant. Data mining technique is used for this purpose. It is used for extraction of information from large database. Decision tree induction algorithm is one of the techniques to achieve this objective. The model thus developed will provide a credit risk assessment, which will lead to better allocation of the capital.

What is ‘Credit Risk’?
Credit risk refers to the risk that a borrower may not repay a loan and that the lender may lose the principal of the loan or the interest associated with it. Credit risk arises because borrowers expect to use future cash flows to pay current debt [3].

II. Literature Review

Mrs. Bharati M. Ramageri discusses few of the data mining techniques, algorithms and some of the organizations which have adapted data mining technology to improve their businesses and found excellent results [1].
Dr. K. Chitra, B. Subashini analyzes the data mining techniques and its applications in banking sector like fraud prevention and detection, customer retention, marketing and risk management. They use data warehousing to combine various data from databases into an acceptable format so that the data can be mined. The data is then
Analyzed And The Information That Is Captured Is Used Throughout The Organization To Support Decision-Making.[5]
Sudhamathy G., Jothi Venkateswaran C. Present A Framework To Effectively Identify The Probability Of Default Of A Bank Loan Applicant. Probability Of Default Estimation Can Help Banks To Avoid Huge Losses. This Model Is Built Using The Data Mining Functions Available In The R Package And Data Set Is Taken From The UCI Repository.[2]
Qasem A. Al-Radaideh Eman Al Nagi Conducted A Study Where Data Mining Techniques Were Utilized To Build A Classification Model To Predict The Performance Of Employees. To Build The Classification Model The CRISP-DM Data Mining Methodology Was Adopted. Decision Tree Was The Main Data Mining Tool Used To Build The Classification Model, Where Several Classification Rules Were Generated.[8]

2.1. Data Mining
The Development Of Information Technology Has Generated Large Amount Of Databases And Huge Data In Various Areas. The Research In Databases And Information Technology Has Given Rise To An Approach To Store And Manipulate This Precious Data For Further Decision Making. Data Mining Is A Process Of Extraction Of Useful Information And Patterns From Huge Data. It Is Also Called As Knowledge Discovery Process, Knowledge Mining From Data, Knowledge Extraction Or Data /Pattern Analysis.[1]

Data Mining Is A Logical Process That Is Used To Search Through Large Amount Of Data In Order To Find Useful Data. The Goal Of This Technique Is To Find Patterns That Were Previously Unknown. Once These Patterns Are Found They Can Further Be Used To Make Certain Decisions For Development Of Their Businesses.[1]
Data Mining Algorithms And Techniques Various Algorithms And Techniques Like Classification, Clustering, Regression, Artificial Intelligence, Neural Networks, Association Rules, Decision Trees, Genetic Algorithm, Nearest Neighbor Method Etc., Are Used For Knowledge Discovery From Databases[1].

2.2 Classification
Classification Consists Of Predicting A Certain Outcome Based On A Given Input. In Order To Predict The Outcome, The Algorithm Processes A Training Set Containing A Set Of Attributes And The Respective Outcome, Usually Called Goal Or Prediction Attribute. The Algorithm Tries To Discover Relationships Between The Attributes That Would Make It Possible To Predict The Outcome [4].
Classification Is The Most Commonly Applied Data Mining Technique, Which Employs A Set Of Pre-Classified Examples To Develop A Model That Can Classify The Population Of Records At Large. Fraud Detection And Credit Risk Applications Are Particularly Well Suited To This Type Of Analysis. This Approach Frequently Employs Decision Tree Or Neural Network-Based Classification Algorithms. The Data Classification Process Involves Learning And Classification [1].

2.3 Decision Tree

---

Fig.1 Knowledge Discovery Process

---
Decision Trees Are The Most Popular Predictive Models (Burez And Van Den Poel, 2007). A Decision Tree Is A Tree-Like Graph Representing The Relationships Between A Set Of Variables. Decision Tree Models Are Used To Solve Classification And Prediction Problems Where Instances Are Classified Into One Of Two Classes, Typically Positive And Negative, Or Churner And Non-Churner In The Churn Classification Case. These Models Are Represented And Evaluated In A Top-Down Manner [5].

A Decision Tree Is A Flowchart-Like Structure In Which Each Internal Node Represents A "Test" On An Attribute. Each Branch Represents The Outcome Of The Test, And Each Leaf Node Represents A Class Label. The Paths From Root To Leaf Represent Classification Rules[6].

![Decision Tree](image)

**Fig.2 Decision Tree**

Basic Terminology Used With Decision Trees:
- **Root Node**: It Represents Entire Population Or Sample And This Further Gets Divided Into Two Or More Homogeneous Sets.
- **Splitting**: It Is A Process Of Dividing A Node Into Two Or More Sub-Nodes.
- **Decision Node**: When A Sub-Node Splits Into Further Sub-Nodes, Then It Is Called Decision Node.
- **Leaf/ Terminal Node**: Nodes Do Not Split Is Called Leaf Or Terminal Node.
- **Pruning**: When We Remove Sub-Nodes Of A Decision Node, This Process Is Called Pruning. You Can Say Opposite Process Of Splitting.
- **Branch / Sub-Tree**: A Sub Section Of Entire Tree Is Called Branch Or Sub-Tree.
- **Parent And Child Node**: A Node, Which Is Divided Into Sub-Nodes Is Called Parent Node Of Sub-Nodes Where As Sub-Nodes Are The Child Of Parent Node [7].

### III. Research Methodology


![Crisp-Model](image)

**Fig.3 Crisp- Model**

Business Understanding: Focuses On Understanding The Project Objectives And Requirements From A Business Perspective, Then Converting This Knowledge Into A Data Mining Problem Definition.
Data Understanding: Starts With An Initial Data Collection And Proceeds With Activities In Order To Get Familiar With The Data, To Identify Data Quality Problems.

Data Preparation: Covers All Activities To Construct The Final Data Set From The Initial Raw Data. Data Preparation Tasks Are Likely To Be Performed Multiple Times And Not In Any Prescribed Order.

Modeling: Various Modeling Techniques Are Selected And Applied And Their Parameters Are Calibrated To Optimal Values.

Evaluation: Determine If Results Meet Business Objectives; Identify Business Issues That Should Have Been Addressed Earlier [9].

IV. Proposed Model

The Credit Risk Assessment Is Very Crucial While Approving A Loan To Customer. Credit Risks Accounts For The Risk And Loan Defaults Which Is The Major Source Of Risk Encountered By Banking Industry. In Existing System The Objective Is To Develop A Data Mining Model Using R For Predicting PD For New Loan Applicants Of A Bank. The Data Used To Implement And Test This Model Is Taken From The UCI Repository. The German Credit Scoring Data Set With 1000 Records And 21 Attributes Is Used For This Purpose [2].


Fig. 4 Architecture Of Proposed Model

Steps For Architecture Of Proposed Model-
1) Input- The Main Highlight Of This Loan Credibility Prediction System Is That It Uses Decision Tree Induction Data Mining Algorithm To Screen/Filter Out The Loan Requests. A Decision Tree Is Developed By Performing Data Mining On An Existing Bank Data Set.
3) Decision Tree Algorithm: Decision Tree Is Most Popular Classification Technique. It Is Tree Like Graph. The Decision Tree Algorithm Is Applied To The Training Set. The General Purpose Of Using Decision Tree Is To Create A Training Model Which Can Use To Predict Class Or Value Of Variables By Learning Decision Rules Deduced From Prior Data(Training Data).
V. Conclusion

In This Paper We Have Presented A Loan Credibility Prediction System That Helps The Organization In Making Right Decision. This Project Gives Us Framework For Predicting The Possibility Of Default Of Loan Applicant. This System Is Built Using Data Mining Algorithm.

In This Project The Data Set Contains The Information Of Loan Applicants. CRISP- DM Methodology Is Used To Build The Classification Model. It Consists Of 5 Steps Business Understanding, Data Understanding, Data Preparation, Modeling, Evaluation. The Database Is Used For Training And Testing. The Pre- Processing Steps Include Cleaning, Normalization, Feature Extraction Etc. The Data Set Is Trained Using Decision Tree Algorithm. Which Generates A Tree For Prediction Which Successfully Classifies The Customers .Thus This System Is Useful To Predict The Credit Defaulters.
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